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FROM THE PRESIDENT
With the arrival of the monsoons, it looks like
the top down season has come to an end.
Yesterday I put my baby away for the winter.
What a great year it has been. Everyone
has their favourite meets or shows but the
common factor at all of them is a bunch of
friendly people who enjoy British cars, trucks
or motorcycles. Over the years I have made
lifelong friends that I met at British Car
events. Even the few events that had a
―sprinkle‖ of rain were fun. And 10-20 British
vehicles in a row coming down the highway
is quite a sight. I don‘t know how many people stop me to tell me my TR6 reminds them
of their youth as they or one of their friends
had an English car.
The first few months as President of the
Society has been very educational, and I
would be remiss if I did not thank Adele
Hedges for all the help she has given me.
The Society looks like it has an exiting future.
Ian Cox has accepted the position of Regalia
Quartermaster. He has some great ideas to
improve and increase our regalia. He is also
our Chronicler and will be contacting
branches for historical information to add to
our website.
The Webmaster, Pat Sparks, has improved
our website. Please visit the members section to view the Wheel. This document was
authored by Ian Cox and is the roadmap for
our Society. Soon you will also be able to
view the regalia offered. From the Website
you can find the Branch newsletters and
classifieds. Check out the extensive Links
she has included.
We are also producing a document for new
members that will explain the Society and
the advantages of belonging to the OECC.
Other good news is that we are decreasing
the dues to the Society. This should help the
individual branches.
Now it is time to look ahead to next year. The

AGM is being held on Vancouver Island on
June 28 &29. It will coincide with Brits ‗round
BC. At this time we will be electing officers
for the Society as some present directors are
stepping down. Are you interested in volunteering for a position?
Bye for now, I hope to meet you at one of the
many events next year.
Wayne Peddie

FROM THE EDITOR
A Christmas Tale
This has nothing to do with cars but has
everything to do with Christmas which is just
around the corner. This is one of my favourite memories of a past Christmas and it always puts a smile on my face because it was
quite a special experience.
I used to do a fair bit of skiing at Whistler
and would quite often stay over at someone‘s cabin. One winter a friend and I decided to stay over on Christmas. My friend
knew lots of people up there and where the
good parties were. So, the night before
Christmas he said we were going to somebody‘s cabin and it should be good.
We went to an area where there were lots of
cabins nestled in the trees with snow all
around. It was a dry clear night and because
of the clean air all the stars shone brightly.
Around ten o‘clock we found the right cabin
and every body was standing inside with
their coats on. A girl yelled out that we would
have a round of shooters and then go. Go
where I wondered. To the lake I was told.
The party was at the lake. We had our shooters and all headed out the door.
I like nights like this because it is so quiet
and all you can hear is your boots crunching
on the dry snow. We came out of the trees
and walked straight on to a wide open expanse of fresh powder snow. It sparkled in
the moon light. I quickly realized that we had
not only come to the lake, we were walking
on it. We were marching out over the frozen

lake. I had never done this before and it was
eerily beautiful, almost like walking on a
different planet.
As we were walking somebody said something about how the fire was going pretty
good. I looked out ahead of our group and
saw a fire was burning in the middle of the
lake. Yes, in the middle of the lake. As we
got closer I could see there was an old gentleman tending the fire in a forty five gallon
drum. So we stood around the fire and soon
other people started to arrive from different
directions. It was very serene and a little
bizarre standing next to this fire in the middle
of the snow covered lake.
The lake was quite small, about a half mile or
so wide and there were cabins all around it.
They were lit up and quite busy with people
inside. A truck started up on the far side and
drove onto the lake pushing a plow. He
drove around the perimeter of the lake twice
clearing the snow and then drove off. More
people started coming out of the cabins,
some to the fire and others were skating
around the lake on the newly cleared surface. It started to look like a scene from a
winter movie.
As I was taking this in a group of people
beside me started singing a Christmas carol.
Other people joined in and soon everyone
around the fire was singing carols. Various
bottles of tasty anti freeze were being
passed around for a sip or two. Everyone
was singing and smiling by the fire as others
were having fun skating around the perimeter. On this beautiful moon lit night the snow
covered lake had come alive with the joy of
winter and the spirit of Christmas.
Every time I think of this special night and it‘s
surprise aspects I have to smile and sometimes laugh. What a beautiful and magical
night it was. Remembering it truly gets me in
the spirit of the season. I hope your Christmas is just as joyful and memorable.
Best Wishes, Steve Diggins

High Country Branch
Since our last report Hot Nites in the City event has been held in August by the car clubs of Kamloops and over 450 vehicles were in attendance including 8 British cars.
We also were invited to the Kamloops Flying Clubs annual Fly-in Pancake Breakfast. Five members attended including Tony & Francis Bradwell in their ,new to them, 1974 Emerald Green TR6 purchased from a
Jeff McKinnon in Pt Coquitlam. Does anyone know Jeff as I don't believe he is a member of OECC? The Bradwells 1976 TR6 is advertised
for sale in the Spanner.
Tony Bradwell organized our annual Fish & Chips Run in September.
This year we followed the historic Steam locomotive 2141 from Kamloops to Armstrong intersecting with it at a few rail/highway crossings
along the way. Those people who were on Brits Round BC 2005 will
remember the tour of the 2141 locomotive shop in Kamloops at our
BBQ. We had 8 members start out from Kamloops including David &
Annamarie Beardsell on their inaugural run in their recently restored
Jaguar Series II E-Type coupe. The car ran very well except for sticking
brakes which provided some undue excitement, (smoke), on the
way. Congratulations on another resurrection of one of the great British
cars! Francis Barnett was also in attendance after returning from an
1800 mile tour of the Oregon coast in his TR6! The only difficulty on his
trip was the starter which also failed on the Steam trip since he had
only returned to Kamloops the day before and had no time to replace it
yet. Similarly, Vic & Sally Mowbray's starter in their MGB also failed due
to an electrical problem. Both failed at the last crossing with the 2141
and caused 4 of us to get separated from the group. Dick & Terry Taylor led us off assuring us he knew the back roads to Armstrong
and finally after a few detours we arrived 30 seconds before 2141 arrived in Armstrong!! We met up with 12 members from the Okanogan
and Vernon British car clubs and member Andrew Brims in his Austin
Healy 3000 from OK Falls. Fish & Chips were had by all and then we all
started, or push started, our cars for the journey back to Kamloops.
Joseph Lucas was still not satisfied as Pat & Fred Kaatz in her Austin
Healy Sprite also suffered starter problems on the return trip!! All arrived safely however and reinforces in us all the uniqueness of British
Car ownership compared to the mundane, (reliable), ownership of a
Toyota or Ford!!
October 14th is the final road event of our season being the annual
Steam Museum run to Pringles farm in Westwold. On display will be
steam powered cars, trucks, tractors, saw mill, shovel and saws. As
always home baked breads, muffins, pies will abound!! Let's hope Joseph Lucas ignores us!!
Our Branch AGM and dinner meeting will be held Nov 16th and is the
final club event for 2007. Another great season of camaraderie in the
sport for the Thompson Branch members and we look forward to meeting other OECC branch members at the 2008 Brits Round BC tour.
Geoff Akehurst-Thompson Branch Chairman

Saturday Run & Dinner (Report by Pat Sparks)
Saturday dawned with some ominous clouds
about, but true to the word of the weatherman,
by lunchtime the clouds had shifted and the
afternoon proved to be beautifully sunny. Just
perfect for the drive that was planned by Peter
& Daphne Lee.
The rally took us through gorgeous back country roads, which were designed for English
cars. Lots of twists and turns, through countryside resplendent with lanes, farms and trees.
All too soon we popped out into civilization
again, but a quick turn took us through a fairly
new neighbourhood to a lake then over the
highway and back into the country again.
This time the Colwood Hills, with more open
rolling countryside and yes, the ever twisting
terrain onto which the road was built. Soon we
were back onto a main road, but this time we
were headed into Sooke, with the Sooke Basin
on our left. We travelled along for a while,
through Sooke centre itself, and then followed
the West Coast Road for a little while before
turning inland again to Otter Point Road. What
a delightful name–and one can only imagine
how it attained it!
Over 60 of us ended up at Mulligans Bar and
Grill, which is a restaurant overlooking what
was once a golf course. The Canada Geese
were enjoying themselves on the grass near
the ponds, free with the knowledge that golfballs would not be coming their way, while we
enjoyed an incredible meal. Mulligans certainly
did themselves proud. This was followed up by
a gigantic cake (actually three 11‖ x 13‖ combined) produced by Daphne Lee, which tasted
as good as it looked.
Following dinner, Robert Atkins and Larry Hildreth drew door prizes which included a wide
variety of donated items. This proved to be a
very amusing interlude, particularly for a certain
Cortina enthusiast.
Sunday: English Car Affair in the Park
The Fords
Our appreciation goes out to Michael MacSems
of both EFONA (European Ford Owners of

North America) and the OECC for organizing
the great display of the featured marque. A
number of unusual Fords were on display, including the winner of the Long Distance Award,
a Zephyr all the way from California.
The Rarities
In typical OECC fashion, lots of unusual cars
were on display, from a Daimler Dart to Lea

The Ford team, winners of the Inner Tube race

1948 Lea-Francis of Sam Greenberg

Francis. The owner of the Daimler, Dennis
Brammer, won the Bill Vance Award, chosen
this year by Andrew Timmis in Bill‘s absence.
The Games
The Wellies were all in use on Sunday, so the
Inner Tube Competition was the only game this
year.

Comox Valley Branch
After a very successful ―All British Meet at the
Filberg‖, Comox Valley Branch of the OECC
continued to attend events and stay busy for
the next 4 months. A few of us drove down to
Victoria to attend the ―Fort Rod‖ all British
meet and found that British cars were built to
stand in the rain! Their paint jobs did not run
off, the cars leaked like they should, but that
didn‘t dampen the spirit of the meet. One
member Steve Watkins, (Yellow Bug Eye
Sprite) had a little bad luck, driving home he
suddenly ran out of (volt, amps, and watts) .
Pulling to the side of the road he found that
the good old Lucas generator had decided to
say ―that‘s enough‖ and the battery said I can‘t
supply you with juice any further. So Steve
ended up towing the Sprite home. He found
on inspection (at home ) that the dip stick had
vibrated around and shorted out against the
generator burning it out!
October was a fun, busy month; we started off

with our ―Fish Tales‖ run to Qualicum. The
start, as with most car events this year, came
with rain and wind and just plain objectionable
weather. Our Branch have been driving down
to Qualicum for the past 3 years for their great
―Fish and Chip‖ meal, the hostess welcomes
us with great passion, due to her being British
and remembering what it was like to drive a
British car in such weather.
The Next run was down to Mr. Harris‘s wonderful car collection. He hosted the OECC
with coffee, tea and cookies in his wonderful
Victorian home , along with a great tour of his
cars and his workshop.
His latest addition was an old Vauxhall, found
in Mill Bay and its history took it back to India
in the 1930‘s. As usual the weather did not
cooperate, after all was it not another car
event?
To wind up October, the Branch drove to
Campbell River and joined with the Campbell

River Car Club for a Two for One, meal at the
local Dairy Queen. There was a good turn out
with 20 to 30 cars attending. We also joined
up with the Campbell River club to tour the
―Sealand Aviation‖ a repair shop for damaged
aircraft, on another rainy weekend. We had a
very good tour with one of the employees
demonstrating the use of metal forming tools
including an English Wheel.
November, the branch will have it‘s elections
for a new/old executive and it will be a dinner
meeting at Plates Restaurant in town. December will be our Christmas Banquet for
2007 being held at Glacier View Golf Club
December 5th.
The Comox Valley Branch wishes everyone
who loves and restores the British Automobile
a very Happy Christmas and smooth roads
which hopefully will find some of you visiting
us in the New Year!

Central Island Branch
27th,

On November
the Central Island Branch
closed out its 2007 season on a high note with
an excellent Club Banquet event in the fine
facilities of the Nanaimo Golf Club. Seventy
nine people attended, and enjoyed fine food, a
few favourite beverages, lots of talk and
classy (sort of!) entertainment by our resident
song-and-dance troupe ―Irene and the Accidents‖. Annual awards, such as the ―Members
-of-the-Year‖ trophy , and the ―Piston Broke‖
Award – the latter to the person having the
most dramatic car failure of the year – were
presented to the worthy winners.
Earlier in the fall, we had our final car run of
the season. It was a most enjoyable excursion
to one of the Cowichan Valley vineyards –
Cherry Point Winery. Despite the cold
weather, over a dozen old English cars, to-

gether with a few daily drivers, came out for
this beautiful drive through the Cowichan Valley, decked out in its best fall colours. The
Vineyard gave us a fine lunch of with the
choice of eating in the nice warm bistro, or
outside in the coolish tents. It was a great
way to bring our touring season to a close and
then to get ready to tackle the winter maintenance programme on our fine old English
cars.
We have had a good season in the Central
island area. Our membership has increased to
the point where we are finishing up 2007 with
90 members - the most ever. Sign-ups for
2008 are running well ahead of last year, so it
may be that 2008 will be the year when our
membership reaches the 100 mark. By my
rough count, we have some 130 old English

ECAIP Continued

An ulikely rally vehicle: ‗63 Bristol double decker

OECC headquarters

cars that are currently owned by branch members.
2008 will also be our branches turn to host the
Society AGM and Mini-Monte. Arrangements
are in the capable hands of past Chairman
Doug Bainbridge and his Committee. The Mini
-Monte Rally and Dinner will be on Saturday
June 28th, and the AGM itself will be the following morning – all taking place in or around
the Schooner Cove Resort and Marina,
Nanoose Bay. We hope to see you there. The
AGM event will be ‗folded‘ in with the Brits
‗Round BC 2008 tour which will also involve
many of our branch members. It‘s going to be
a busy and interesting time!
Al Thompson, Chairman

Vancouver Coast Branch submitted by Walter Reynolds—photos as credited
As fitting for the time of the year, the Vancouver Coast Branch‘s summer and fall were
busy. Here‘s a summary:
1. August 5th: Mission Raceway Historic
Races. A group of members attended this
day of historic racing. Usually the event was
held in May but, due to bad weather in the
past, the organizers moved it to August. During intermission periods a ―C‖ Type Jaguar did
a few laps of the track as did a Lola Can Am.
Unfortunately, due to the small size of the
track, neither car was able to fully demonstrate its capabilities.
2. August 7th: Regular monthly meeting held
at the Stewart Historical Farm in Surrey.
Those who wanted to arrived early and had a
picnic supper. This was the third year that this
event has been held here and the weather
was not the greatest which was reflected in
the turn out. Regardless, following the meeting, the cars toured through Crescent Beach
and into White Rock for what has become the
obligatory ―OECC British Steel Parade‖ along
the waterfront.
3. August 26th: Annual Picnic. Our picnic

varied facets of
aviation. While a
few of us got
locked in the
main compound
while the tour
proceeded to the
DC3 Dakota site,
the tour was well
worth the cost of
admission. Our
meeting
was
held in the Museums
Briefing
Room which was
big enough to
accommodate
the large turnout.
We even had John Chatterton at Canadian Museum of Flight—Photo by Chris Walker
Society
President Wayne Peddie in attendance.
Aitkins and his crew.
5. September 15 & 16: English Car Affair in 6.
September 22 & 23: Through the
the Park. Several Branch members attended effort of several people, including Vancouver
this year‘s event – some arriving on Saturday Branch Chairman, Ken Miles, the annual
for the Saturday run and evening ―get to- Whistler Run was extended to a Duffy Lake
Road Tour. The Tour participants represented several local British car groups as well
as our Branch with cars from both the Rolls
Royce Club, and the Morgan Northwest
(MOGNW) Club. 13 people with seven cars
stayed over night on the 22nd at the
Pemberton Valley Lodge and travelled the
Duffy Lake Road to Lillooet and Lytton and
back to the Lower Mainland.
7. October 2nd: Regular meeting held this
time at the Fraser Valley Heritage Museum in
Surrey. This museum deals with the restoration and preservation of old B.C. Electric
street cars and memorabilia. The museum
has restored a rail speeder and is in the process of restoring a street car which used to
Annual Picnic at Roma Hall—Photo by Chris Walker.
work the local lines but was sold many years
venue was changed this year to Ryall Park, gether‖ whereas others, with their cars or as ago to a museum in the States and was renext to the Roma Hall in Queensborough passengers, arrived on Sunday. Like 2006, purchased by the Fraser Valley Heritage Mu(New Westminster). Through the cooperation
the weather on Sunday wasn‘t the most coop- seum a few years ago. Next page, Audrey
of the Roma Hall, we were able to park our erative, however, a good time was had, Shaw poses with the restored speeder and
cars in the Hall‘s parking lot which provided thanks to the efforts of event organizer Robert gets into the street car photo for good measour British cars with a measure of security.
We had a good attendance a bocce ball tournament, which was a source of welcome exercise because it was a rather chilly on and off
all day. Talk was that this would be a good
location for our future annual picnics. The
event was organized by Italo Cirillo who, once
again did a spot-on job!
4. September 4th: Our regular monthly
meeting was held this month at the Canadian
Museum of Flight at the Langley Airport. This
venue is always a ―popular place to go‖ with
many examples of aircraft representing the
ECAIP—Photo by Fred Cirillo with Les Foster‘s camera.

Vancouver Coast Branch Continued
ure!.
8. November 4th: Annual Ladner to Bellingham Run. Although the weather was good for
the run, the attendance was down. Only 32
cars registered, of which only 26 travelled
across the border to Bellingham and the Silver

Whistler Run—Photo by Pat Miles

Reef Casino. This is the second year that the
run has ended at the Casino; and what a perfect location. No one has to collect money for
meals, no worries about running out of food
and who cares if more people show than were
expected. In other words, all the catering is
done for us by the Casino. Speculation regarding the low turn out
included potential problems at the border (both
ways) especially with the
favourable state of the
Canadian dollar compared to the U.S. dollar.
One
situation
that
caused concern to attendees was the yellow
road paint that got
sprayed on cars as they
passed a line painting
machine on, of all
places, Zero ―0‖ Avenue
in Aldergrove. All in all,
a good event for those
who participated and

special thanks to the Branch members who
organized the run.
9. November 6th: Regular monthly meeting,
this time held in the Rainbow Station Miniature
Railway Society‘s meeting room in Burnaby.
The guest for the evening was ICBC Collector
Vehicle Division‘s Nigel Matthews who
showed slides of his recent visit to the Pebble
Beach Concours. Prior to Nigel‘s presentation, members who were on the Ladner to
Bellingham run talked about the different ways
to get yellow road marking paint of car surfaces!
Well, that‘s all from the Vancouver Coast
Branch. In addition to our regular monthly
meetings, coming up are:
November 27th: Annual Christmas Party (we
like to start early over here).
December 26th: Boxing Day Run around
Stanley Park.
February: Valentines Day Run.
March: Garage Tour.
April: Annual Run Around Fort Langley.

Street Car restoration at Fraser Valley Heritage Museum

Audrey Shaw Photos by Walter Reynolds

Start of Ladner to Bellingham Run—Photos by Walter Reynolds

DAYS FULL OF ADVENTURE

BRBC UPDATE - November 14, 2007
Steve Hutchens and Celia Obrecht, Wagonmasters
sphutchens@yahoo.com or 360-733-3568
BRBC 2008'S MAIN GOAL: FUN!
In a word, we are out to put together a week
full of fun! We want BRBC 2008 to be a tour
that is so outstanding that you will remember it
for years to come. Our key objectives:
• Modest driving distances (156 mi/251 km
average) to allow ample opportunity for activities, sightseeing and socialization.
• Comfortable, pleasant lodging and enjoyable
evening dining with interesting choices, all at
modest prices. Both motel and camping options will be available.
• Some of the most scenic roads in North
America! Celia and I spent a week in late August and early September driving the 2008
route through Williams Lake to Prince George,
Jasper, and Lake Louise and it is great.

Participate in as much of the tour as you
choose. You can do the whole tour or any of
several interesting loops. Our schedule is still
tentative, but here's a peek:
Day 1, Friday, June 27: Tsawwassen to Comox - Lunch in Victoria with the South Island
Branch. Tour on to Comox for the evening and
a possible pig roast with the Comox Valley
Branch. (161 mi/258 km)
Day 2, Saturday, June 28: Comox to
Nanaimo - OECC AGM. Though plans are still
being developed, we anticipate that the Mini
Monte will be Saturday morning with lunch in
the Nanaimo area. We are hoping that the
AGM and dinner will be Saturday evening.(69
mi/110 km)
Day 3, Sunday, June 29: Nanaimo to Lillooet
- Enjoy the 9:;00 AGM then head for the 12:30
Horseshoe Bay ferry (reservations recommended). Tour through Whistler to Lillooet
and dinner at a great Greek restaurant. (145
mi/233 km)
Day 4, Monday, June 30: Lillooet to Williams
Lake - Spectacular route, then a short show 'n
shine of our old English cars at the impressive
Williams Lake Visitor Centre. We dine at a
cool pub downtown. (171 mi/274 km)
Day 5, Tuesday, July 1: Williams Lake to
Prince George - We will be meeting the Northern Interior Branch for another outstanding

event like we enjoyed in 2005. (150 mi/240
km)
Day 6, Wednesday, July 2: Prince George to
Jasper - This is our longest day, but it's scenic
and there's a convenient stop for lunch or a
mid-day picnic. A heritage hotel is our destination and there will be several dinner options.
(233 mi/374 km)
Day 7, Thursday, July 3: Jasper to Lake
Louise - We'll tour the fantastic Icefields Parkway with time to stop for scenic vistas, tours
and hikes (we hiked several, some as short as
20 minutes, all with awesome views). (146
mi/234 km)
Day 8, Friday, July 4: Lake Louise to Revelstoke - Another scenic day with scenic and
historic stops of interest. (141 mi/226 km)
Day 9, Saturday, July 5: Revelstoke to Kamloops - Yet another scenic day, plus a possible tour of an English car restoration shop.
We'll stay at the Riverland Motel and enjoy
dinner with the Thompson Valley Branch. (133
mi/214 km)
Day 10, Sunday July 6: Kamloops to Chilliwack (157 mi/252 km) Enjoy lunch with the
Vancouver Coast Branch, then head for
home. We hope you will take with you memories of a great week on BRBC with OECC!
(The location of this lunch is yet to be determined and may well be in Mission or Abbotsford. We will have a location soon.)
THE COUNTDOWN HAS BEGUN!
It sounds like a long time off, but BRBC 2008
will be here before you know it. Now is the
time to:
• Put in a request for holiday time.
• Get your car ready. Do the long-ignored
maintenance. Repair anything necessary to
have your car ready to tour on BRBC 2008!
• Make accommodation reservations.
PLEASE NOTE!
BRBC 2008 is during the prime tourist season
and passes through prime tourist destinations,
so early reservations will be important as
space may be limited.
Reservation information will be available in a
few weeks at
www.oecc.ca/brbc2008
For your protection, cancellation policies will
be online should your plans change. If you
would like email notification when reservations
are available, please email the Wagonmasters.

The Cars of the Old English Car Club of British Columbia by Tom Morris
I‘ll open by declaring that I am an unrepentant database junkie. Give me some data and I can‘t help myself. I have to record it, reorganise it, study
it, and then reorganise it again. Bearing this in mind imagine my delight when I received my copy of the Old English Car Club 2007 Membership
Roster. What an opportunity. Thirteen pages of data from six different branches. Obviously this needed to be entered into a spreadsheet and
seriously manipulated.
The listing of all the cars owned by the members grabbed my attention immediately. What, I wondered, is the most widely held model? From
which decade do most of our cars originate? How many different marques are represented within the club? All terrifically fascinating stuff! Well
maybe not terrifically fascinating; but still gripping, don‘t you think? Would mildly interesting be overstating it? In any case, the following chart displays each marque, the number of cars registered, and the percentage that that represents of the total.

OLD ENGLISH CAR CLUB - CARS BY MARQUE

AC

1

.18%

Fraser Nash

1

.18%

Range Rover

3

.54%

Allard

1

.18%

Hillman

2

.36%

Ray-Ford Special

1

.18%

Alvis

2

.36%

Humber

4

.72%

Riley

4

.72%

Armstrong Siddeley

2

.36%

Jaguar

81

14.67%

Rolls Royce

13

2.36%

Aston Martin

2

.36%

Jensen

9

1.63%

Rover

13

2.36%

Austin

53

9.60%

Jowett

2

.36%

Singer

3

.54%

Austin Healy

23

4.17%

Lagonda

1

.18%

Standard

3

.54%

Beardmore

1

.18%

Land Rover

6

1.09%

Sunbeam

15

2.72%

Bedford

1

.18%

Lea-Francis

1

.18%

Talbot

2

.36%

Bentley

7

1.27%

Lotus

1.99%

Thames

5

BSA

1

.18%

MG

11
10
5

19.02%

Triumph

83

.91%
15.04
%

Commer

3

.54%

Mini (New)

3

.54%

TVR

1

.18%

Daimler

3

.54%

Morgan

22

3.99%

Vauxhall

3

.54%

Delorean

1

.18%

Morris

29

5.25%

Wolseley

1

.18%

Ford

22

3.99%

Nash

2

.36%

OLD ENGLISH CAR CLUB - CARS BY DECADE
1910 - 1919

1

.18%

1950 - 1959

16.12%

1990 - 1999

20

3.62%

31.88%

2000 - 2009

12

2.17%

1970 - 1979

89
17
6
14
1

1920 - 1929

4

.72%

1960 - 1969

1930 - 1939

24

4.35%

25.54%

Undisclosed

31

5.62%

1940 - 1949

21

3.80%

1980 - 1989

33

5.98%

Oh, and the most popular model? No prizes for guessing the venerable MGB with 63 cars, of all versions, listed. That‘s over 11% of all the vehicles in the club. Plus there are 4 cars just listed as MGs that could well add to the number.
If you‘re a member included on the list, and you do find this all terrifically fascinating, e-mail me and I‘ll send you the Excel file containing all of the
listed cars.
Tom Morris
tom.morris@telus.net

Humber Vogue, by Steve Harris Parksville BC

PRE-WAR BRITISH MOTORING
And we have another lost classic from the
garage of Steve Harris, Vancouver Island.
When Rootes bought out Humber in 1932
they ordered a new small chassis to be built
in the form of a 12 hp with a 1,669cc 4 cyl.
This chassis was produced until 1937 with
8,486 cars built. To introduce this automobile at the Olympia Show in London, an art
deco designer from Paris, ‗Captain Molyneux‘ was to create a show
car named ―The Vogue‖. On the internet
there is talk of this being the first ever two
door pillarless coupe. I own several rare
coach built Humbers and had been looking
for one of these for some years. This car
was in the hands of a long time owner near
Hereford in England. Thus the purchase
was made and the car shipped to British
Columbia subject to a lesser restoration
years ago. I will have to restore everything
but the good news is it is 95% complete
and quite solid. A very deluxe fitted car it
has custom dash with rectangle gauges, 4
speed with free wheel, ace wheel discs,
sliding sunshine roof, full size radiator and

lighting, banjo steering wheel,
opening side vents on engine
hood, external horns and more.
A real show piece! This rolling
piece of art deco was later to
be copied by another coach
builder Gurney Nutting on Bentley and Rolls Royce. It is interesting how a British Captain
designing clothing and such in
Paris had such an influence on
the elite of automobiles. In the
near future I will be presenting
more rare British cars of mine
and looking to catalog all British
Pre-War cars in BC. as soon as
officials are satisfied. My personal view is that the greatest
cars ever built were in the
1930‘s.
Until next time
Steve Harris
Parksville BC

Humber Vogue Continued

To the right is the cover of the 1932 British auto show review by the
―Autocar‖ with the Humber Vogue illustrated. IN this picture the car
has the wheel discs and the trunk painted black which makes the
design look a little more harmonious. If it is the first two door hard
top then it is a very special car.—S.D.

Ken Morton’s Austin 7
New member Ken Morton is close to
finishing his 1930 Austin 7, type EA,
commonly called an Ulster because
of the racing success this model had
in the Irish Tourist Trophy Race held
there. Austin built about three hundred of these boat tailed sports racers, half of which were super
charged. The regular 7 chassis was
used which was lowered by flattening
the springs and using a special Ushaped front axle, known as a drop
axle.
By the time you read this Ken will
have the fenders on and the stickers
worn off the tires with some test
drives. He also has a 1927 Austin 7
which he has owned since the nineteen fifties. We look forward to hearing and seeing the little Ulster in the
New Year.

Restoring my Thames Pickup by Les Foster

My First Thames in the early 60‘s
For me, Thames trucks are time-machines.
Designed in the latter half of the 1930‘s and
drawing upon even earlier technology, they
have been described as ―a study in classic
Fordisms‖. They had a distinguished war
record and lived on to help with Britain‘s crucial ―export or die‖ campaign after the conflict.
All this was learned by me after the fact, however. In the beginning a Thames was simply
my first vehicle and like other firsts, that is
hard to forget. I loved that Thames truck.
The story of the ongoing restoration of my
present Ford Thames E83W pickup truck
really began back in 1965. It was then that I
was first introduced to the marque. My
brother and a friend purchased two E83W
vans, one from a painter and one from a blueberry farmer. They selected the painter‘s van
to make a hot rod from because it had no
windows added to the sides. They felt that
this would make a better ‗rod‘ than the blueberry van that sported large non-original side
windows. The two quickly tired of their ambitious project and one day, when my brother
required fifteen dollars to go to a dance, I saw
my chance. The money exchanged hands
and the blueberry Thames was mine. It was
quite a bargain compared to the forty dollars
that my brother had paid the farmer and now,
at the great age of fifteen, I had my first vehicle!
The painter‘s van was scrapped but not before
many parts were removed and stored for the
other Thames‘ future needs. The blueberry
truck was in very good condition and I owned
it for almost twenty years until a change of
circumstances compelled me to donate it to
the Richmond Museum, where it still resides
albeit in storage. Those parts from the
painter‘s van, plus many others that I collected
in the years that I owned the blueberry truck,
would form the nucleus of my spares collection many years later. Although they went
with the truck to the museum, many of the

surplus parts were finally returned to me after
the museum eventually finished its basic restoration. These parts, dry-stored since the
mid -1960‘s (when they were only fifteen or so
years old), have proved to be very useful with
my present restoration.
The second phase of my relationship with
Thames trucks began in 1994 when a chance
encounter put me in touch with Prefect owner,
Paul Beenham. Paul told me that a certain
Mr. Ian Cox had a Thames half-ton van for
sale. Unable to resist, I contacted Ian and
before I knew it, Paul and I were hauling the
van back to Tsawwassen from the Island,
along with more spare parts. Over the years
Paul has been a tremendous help and inspiration to my projects. I use the plural because
that battered gray van was only the first of
many Thames that were to come to my live at
my house. Along with them came a steady
stream of parts as well. One or two Thames
have come and gone but presently I have six
and parts of many more. Only my 1951 steelboxed pickup is running but parts from every
other one in my collection and from many
other Thames, Prefects and Anglias ride with
it. I‘ve brought parts or whole vehicles from
such exotic places as New Denver, Kamloops,
Savonna, Parksville, Saanich, Langley, Powell
River, Maple Ridge, and from the U.S.A. and
overseas as well.
The wisdom of this pack rat mentality has
been born out by my experience restoring my
green 1951 Thames E83W steel-boxed pickup
which I bought in Powell River in 2000 and
barged down to the lower mainland. Its history includes an earlier life around Comox,
B.C. The nature of trucks is that they are
used and used hard. This fact, coupled with
some aspects of the Thames‘ design (more on
this later), has meant that virtually every single
component down to the last nut, bolt or cotter
pin has had to be addressed. For every restorable part it has usually been necessary to
consider several, or sometimes many, candi-

dates. Some items could simply not be refurbished and had to be replaced with new old
stock or reproduction items. However, without
the huge collection of old parts that I have
accumulated it would have been almost impossible to get an authentic result. Many
items are still not reproduced and are otherwise unavailable. Often parts unique to the
left hand drive trucks are not economical to
replicate (with the biggest following of enthusiasts being devoted to the right hand drive
models) and the only option is to refurbish an
original item. Having several original vehicles
on hand as examples of how things were put
together by the factory was absolutely invaluable, too. It is relatively easy to disassemble
something but putting it back together can be
another story! Many things on my pickup had
been altered or adapted over the years and a
comparison with some of its relatively untouched siblings was frequently necessary to
put things right.
A lot of the fun of this restoration has been the
detective work involved in finding parts and
information. I cannot overstate the boon that
the internet has been to the car hobby! The
ability to communicate with helpful enthusiasts
the world over makes obtaining parts and
sharing knowledge infinitely easier and has
opened doors that just would not have been
thought of only a few years back. I have been
helped by, and in turn have helped, countless
other enthusiasts through this wonderful medium. New parts can be ordered online where
diagrams and photos aid your selection and
they arrive at your door within days. Real
friendships have been formed with people that
I may never actually meet but who share my
interests and passion. Occasionally we do
actually meet, though, brought together initially by this modern marvel and many adventures with old vehicles have begun with an
email! Of course, word-of-mouth, swap
meets, and pure luck still play large roles.
Membership in clubs has been more helpful to
me and more valuable than any other single
factor in making this hobby rewarding and my
restoration possible.
Getting that van back in 1994 brought me into
the group which resurrected the dormant Old
English Car Club branch in Vancouver that
has provided me so much help, not to mention
fun, over the years since. Membership in
several other clubs has been helpful, too. I
cannot imagine a friendlier and more helpful
group of people than old car ‗nuts‘. This
hobby is truly a great leveler. You can rub
elbows with the highest and the lowest but
when the subject is cars and trucks we are all
the same. Restoring my truck has given me

Restored brake and front end parts
much more than a running vehicle. I owe
friendship, travel, mental stimulation, knew
skills, exercise, fresh air, social activity and a
sense of purpose, amongst other things, to
this hobby. The truck has become just the
vehicle to bring these other benefits to me!
The restoration of my green pickup truck did
not progress in a straight line, however. In
fact it was just the culmination of previous
efforts and a long learning curve. I had actually begun work on my gray van some years
back. I‘d stripped it of its mechanical parts,
begun cleaning and painting the frame and
had sent its front axle and steering box out to
a Ford genius, Tom Hood, who specialized in
early domestic Fords but was intrigued by
their British cousins. He returned the front

View of restored front end and brakes, etc.

axle completely rebuilt and the steering box
like new. I‘d already refurbished the transverse front spring by selecting the best and
correct leaves from many on hand and likewise restored the radius rods. So now I had
front steering and suspension ready. Then
along came a battered but irresistible blue
pickup. I got side-tracked on it. Paul lent me
a serviceable engine and we got it running but
not really drivable. The project took another
turn when I found a rare Thames Estate Carthe seven seat mini-van of the day. It was
very interesting, I thought. About this time it
became evident that I needed to construct a
storage area for all these finds. Some
months were consumed on that infrastructure project and on subsequent expansions later on. A vacation led to bringing

my present pickup home and the old blue
one was sold off. Another pickup, red,
was too far gone and had been cut up and
scrapped even earlier. I fell in love with
my „new‟ green pickup. I always look at
cars with rose-coloured glasses and this
was no exception. I installed it in my
storage tent and filled the seized engine
with a mixture of diesel and ATF. It sat
that way for a couple of years or more. I
think I acquired yet another van in the
interim. The time line gets a bit shaky
when you are on your eight or ninth
Thames!
In the summer of 2003 I decided to get
serious about restoring the green Thames
pickup. All the years of collecting, researching, false starts (including a fling
with an Austin A-55) and the like were
leaving me frustrated. I‟d spent a half
dozen years focusing on helping to build
up the OECC, too, and I was tired of explaining that I would get those alleged
trucks running, someday. I finally selected the pickup for its relative simplicity. Its small cab has much less woodwork than the vans and estates (with their
large bodies of composite construction)
and the all-steel box is a single welded
unit that just bolts on to the frame. Besides, it really looks cool!
First, though, I needed a basic plan. I
decided that I would begin with the engine and progress through each of the
truck‟s systems, restoring everything to
the best state possible until I had a functioning vehicle. Having achieved that, I
would move on to restoring the bodywork
of the Thames. I made up my mind to get
the mechanicals done first and then enjoy
the truck as a rolling restoration as long
as possible before having to take it off the
road to finish the body. I knew it would
be a long haul but I believed that if I took
each step individually it was possible. So
it was that one warm day I went out to the
pickup, opened the bonnets and proceeded to remove the cylinder head. My
object was to free the stuck engine. A
few cautious blows to the pistons with a
hammer and block of wood and, much to
my surprise, it was moving again! One
small step for Man!
Now I was still at square one. I had an un
-seized but un-running engine. It was at
this point that a savior appeared in the
form of fellow OECC member, Carl
Knorr. I believe Carl overheard me wondering aloud at a meeting about where to
go next on my truck‟s motor. Carl volunteered to see if he could help me get it

started and see how well it would run. If
only Carl had known what he was about
to get into. Thank God, he didn‟t! His
visit would only be the first of hundreds
of hours of generously donated time and
the start of a real friendship. Of course,
Dr. Carl, as I have come to think of him,
had the motor going in no time. It actually ran quite well but did smoke to a
certain degree. An internal inspection
showed one cylinder was scored. Clearly,
Carl said, the only thing to do, if I wanted
a true restoration, was to rebuild the engine (and everything else) completely.
He was uncompromising in his standards
and although it was often tough to hear
that yet another part was rejected for being worn out or otherwise unserviceable,
his unwavering commitment to doing it
right proved to be the only way to go.
I‟m no mechanic and though I love cars
and enjoy working on them, I really need
a lot of help. I‟ve felt more like an apprentice in this restoration and not a very
good one at that! I will never have the
precise bent of mind that makes some
people really good with machinery. I
believe that it is important to realize your
limitations, and know when it is wiser to
have experts do some facet of the work
rather than stubbornly soldier on towards
disaster. Fortunately, Carl and others like
Gerry Parkinson, has frequently saved me
from myself! That said, I was to learn
later of the pitfalls of blindly trusting
shops.
The engine was the first component addressed. Carl and I disassembled six or

eight old blocks
looking for the
best candidate for
the rebuild. Not
surprisingly, they
were all pretty
well thrashed but
eventually
a
block,
head,
crank, cam, and a
few other items
were
selected
from several different donor engines for rebuilding. Everything
else would have
to be replaced
with new parts. Carl removing body mounts from donor '48 van
The basic components went off to the machine shop for some light or accessory and might use part of
machining, with the cam going to another one lead for one item and the remaining half
specialist. When these operations were for another function. Those parts of the wiring
completed, I trundled all the components that actually emerged from the casing were
off to a Model A expert, John Fuller, in painted as per the wiring diagram to aid in
Washington, who poured and machined identification. I re-used the original bullet-type
new big end bearings and then assembled connectors and other hardware from various
the engine for me. I had to “export” all old original wires. Using the trailer cable kept
the parts through Canada Customs so that most of the wiring in a neat, waterproof sheath
I wouldn‟t have a problem bringing the and as a final finishing touch everything was
finished engine back when it was done. It carefully wrapped in black cloth hockey tape.
was a lot of work listing every single The result was absolutely reliable and actually
piece down to the last nut and bolt! John looks quite acceptable. In fact, after the fachad a lot going on and it took about a year tory wires go in, I may well use my homemade
to get the motor back. In retrospect, I wiring in one of my other Thames. After that
think that next time I will buy pre- was done, I rounded up a decent speedo,
machined rods from England, have the ammeter and fuel gauge and installed them. I
other machining done locally, but then restored a tail lamp unit and also went over
assemble the engine myself (OK, with a the sidelamp sockets and so on. The brake
light switch, which is a bakelite unit mounted
bit of help).
While the engine was gone I set to work on one frame rail and activated by a pull chain
on other aspects of the job. The pickups clamped to one of the brake rods, gave me
wiring was a jumble of multi-coloured quite a headache. It didn‘t work and I had to
plastic-coated junk that was both non-original take several apart before finally making a
and non-functioning. I have a brand new re- working switch. The only trouble I‘ve had
production harness. It is a thing of beauty since, electrically, came after the two fifty-five
with its woven fabric covering and clean new year old original sealed beams (Ford used
wires. It was too beautiful to use when me- North American sealed beam units rather than
chanical and body repairs would certainly dirty Lucas bulb-types like other British vehicles)
it. The solution was simple- just make my burnt out. While replacing them with new
own copy to use during the restoration. units, I decided to put new plugs on the headSomeday, when the paint is done, in will go lamp wires. Somehow I mismatched the
the new factory wiring.
Making the wires. The result showed up at the 2006
‗temporary‘ wiring harness was really enjoy- ECAIP Run to Sooke. Heading back after
able work. It was a challenge to interpret the dark, the low beams were very feeble but the
wiring diagrams, copy the layout and meas- high beams were fine. A whole day was spent
urements from the reproduction, and double by me tracing the whole circuit and even
check it all against old harnesses and the changing the dimmer switch. Exasperated, I
wiring in my other trucks. I used a length of called Gerry Parkinson who considered my
John Fuller, Lynden WA. with daily driver Model multi-wire trailer cable as the basis for my new description of the symptoms for a few seconds
A and dog, Henry. John made new babbited
harness. I made incisions in the casing wher- then suggested that I rearrange the leads to
bearings and assembled my engine.
ever necessary to exit a length of wire to the headlight prongs. It took about as long to

New Engine in place
(Continued from page 14)

fix it as it had taken Gerry to tell me. Another
lesson learned!
Next was the fuel system. This was easy as I
had refurbished a fuel tank and sending unit
for the old blue pickup and it just had to be
installed along with its fuel line.
At this point the pickup still had its original
front axle assembly on it. That had to come
off so that the rebuilt axle could go on. One of
the neat things about the Thames (and all pre1949 Fords) is that the entire running gear is
grouped into two units- the front and rear axle
assemblies. All of the front suspension, axle,
steering arms and much of the braking system
detaches together by just removing two Uclamps locating the transverse spring and two
small bolts holding the radius rod ball to the
chassis. Similarly, the rear axle comes off
with two clamps and the radius rod bolt, and
the torque tube joint bolts. It includes the
spring, axle, radius rods and torque tube
along with the brakes and speedometer drive.
With these two units gone the frame is almost
stripped. It wasn‘t too big of a job to roll the
new front end underneath the chassis and bolt
it up. So far, the braking system and the rear
axle unit still hadn‘t been touched.
The frame was not being cleaned or painted
because it had been discovered early on that
it was badly damaged. When Carl and I had
removed the radiator we discovered that the
driver‘s-side frame rail was buckled due to
accident damage. The front cross member
was missing a rivet, misaligned and crudely
welded as a repair. Every couple of feet down
the rail was a kink. Later we realized that the
whole cab was twisted as well. Bolt holes

that which was still far too much. It has already had one minor leak in only twelve hundred miles of use. It is a very frustrating and
recurring theme that money cannot buy good
workmanship. It‘s very hard to get companies
to take care in their work and to actually listen
to what you are asking them to do. I‘m beginning to understand why it is often better
(within reason) to do the work yourself!
Carl went over the gearbox for me. Some
years ago I spent several weeks trying out
eight different boxes in my blue pickup. This
is quite a job as either the engine or the rear
axle/torque tube unit must come out. I opted
for the axle and this meant jacking the body
up very high so that the unit could be rolled
back, away from the transmission. The upshot was that every box jumped out of second
gear- a legendary English Ford trait. My late
friend and fellow club member, Dick VanDyk,
had replaced the bearings and bushings in
several boxes and mixed and matched the
best parts. Sadly, they still jumped out of
gear. Carl determined that, as I suspected, a
worn groove on one shaft was allowing a circlip to move and cause the gear to disengage.
Rummaging in an open, dirt-filled, old gearbox
that had come with some other bits from a hot
-rodder in Kamloops, he found that its shaft
was remarkably good. He swapped it into the
best one of my partially-rebuilt boxes and,
presto, the problem went away. One more
component completed.
To be continued next issue…

wouldn‘t line up, the sheet metal refused to fitit was a mess! A new page was added to the
plan. After the mechanical components were
renewed they would eventually be relocated to
another frame before the restored bodywork
was re-installed. It sounds like a big deal but
really shouldn‘t be very complicated. At any
rate it is absolutely necessary.
The cooling system is very simple. There are
two hoses and a radiator, period. To be truthful, the export models were fitted with a separately-mounted water pump which bolted to
the engine mounting bar. I had lots of these
but the catch was that the pump on the left
hand drive E83W needs an odd lower hose to
connect the pump to the bottom of the radiator. Due to the Thames drive-train being offset four inches to the right side to allow room
for the driver‘s legs this molded hose must
make a jog in order to clear the fan belt. It
was one of those unobtainable LHD parts. As
the Thames radiator is huge in relation to the
size of the engine and operates happily on
thermo-siphon, I could safely leave the pump
off. I have since been successful in having
Small Ford Spares in the U.K. reproduce this
hose and I may refit the pump in the future.
It‘s really only needed if you desire a heater. I
had the radiator re-cored by a shop the club
visited some years ago. I was very disappointed in the job that they did. Despite explaining that appearance was very important
as this was for a restoration project, the shop
did a quite shoddy and crude job of adapting
my existing tank to the new core and left the
wiring harness support tabs off, etc. They
sure knew how to charge, though. They
wanted almost three times their original esti- New carb viewed through acess panel in
mate! I finally got them down to about half driver's footwell

The Club has just purchased sixty professionally taken photos of the Fred Deeley Austin Show which Mr. Deeley put on at Seaforth Armories in Vancouver for the three years 1951, 1952, and 1953.
You can see them on our club website under ―feature cars‖. Mr. Deeley put on a first class show featuring the complete Austin line of cars, trucks and service vehicles. He also had stores down the
side selling parts and accessories. There was a fashion show for the ladies. He flew in dignitaries and a couple of special cars. Can you name them?

